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I was raised to believe that an architect should be able to design everything 

from a spoon to a city. At the root this belief is a commitment to improve the 

design of everything that can be made—to make it better. To make it better not 

only from a functional or mechanical point of view, but to design it to reflect 

cultural and ethical values, ethical integrity. Integrity of purpose, materials 

and of the manufacturing process.

Integrity of purpose implies a severe analysis of what the problem is: its 

meaning, what the possibilities for a range of solutions are: solutions that 

have to be sifted through to determine the most appropriate for  the specific 

problem—not just alternatives I may like, but one that answers all the of the 

questions posed by the problem. The solutions to a problem are in the prob-

lem itself. To solve all the questions posed by the problem, however, is not 

enough. The solutions should reflect the approach taken, and by virtue of its 

configuration, stimulate cultural reactions in the viewer, rather than emo-

tional titillations. In this process, nothing is taken for granted, no dogmas are 

accepted, no preconceived ideas are assumed or adopted without questioning 

them in the context of the project.

LONG LIVE MODERNISM
MASSIMO VIGNELLI

When I think of the undercurrents that shape my graphic 

design, I think of ideas about language and form. Ideas 

about coding and reading visual form, about challenging 

the viewer to construct individual interpretations, about 

layers of form and layers of meaning. These are at the 

forefront of my mind, but behind that lie other deeper 

and older concerns that go back to my earliest years of 

design. Perhaps these are what could be called a philos-

ophy or an ethic, a personal set of values and criteria, 

a thread that winds through the lifetime of work and 

sustains its rigor, the continuity in the cycles of change.

Undergraduate school in industrial design was 

a very idealistic time. The strong emphasis on prob-

lem-solving and a form follows functionalism struck a 

resonance with my personal approach toward the oppor-

tunities and problems of daily life. As a college junior, I 

enthusiastically embraced the rationalism of the Museum 

of Modern Art’s Permanent Design Collection, abandon-

ing the ambiguously intuitive territory of fine art. This 

somewhat vague midwestern American Modernist ethic 

had its roots in the Bauhaus, and our group of students 

gained a dim understanding of its application by the 

Ulm School of Germany. Added to this was a reverence 

for the insights of George Nelson, Marshall McLuhan and 

Buckminster Fuller. In hindsight I continue to appreciate 

the foundation built by those years of industrial design 

training. At that time, in the middle 1960s, even the best 

American education in graphic design would not have 

gone much further than an intuitive ‘ah ha’ method of 

conceptualizing design solutions and an emulation of the 

design masters of the moment.

RETHINKING MODERNISM,
REVISING FUNCTIONALISM
KATHERINE McCOY
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Graphic designers used to have straightforward 

reasons for what they did. Paul Rand, for instance, 

could say, “If it looks terrific, then that’s all I care 

about. After the looks, and strictly of secondary 

importance, comes client approval.” ¹ Marcello 

Minale was equally clear: “The core of our philoso-

phy is that design is based on self-expression.” ²

As these simple credos have come to seem thin, 

more complex but equally designer-centred expla-

nations have filled the vacuum. Michel de Boer of 

Studio Dumbar strikes a now-familiar note: ‘Design 

should not be too easy, either to do or to see. The 

receiver of the message should be made to work, 

forcing them to think about what they see.’ ³ And if 

this disciplinarian injunction still sounds over-sim-

plistic, more sophisticated versions are available. 

Michèle-Anne Dauppe has invoked ‘the post-mod-

ern condition’ and ‘radical approaches to commu-

nication’ which ‘attempted to engage the audience 

with the text, to make the audience ‘work’, and to 

emphasise the ‘construction’ of meaning. Radical 

typography might aim not to flow seamlessly, legi-

bly, but to halt and disrupt, to expose meaning and 

language as problematic.’ 4 Rick Poynor suggests a 

Paris-Michigan lineage: ‘“The Cranbrook theorists” 

aim, derived from French philosophy and literary 

theory, is to deconstruct, or break apart and expose, 

the manipulative visual language and different 

levels of meaning embodied in a design.’ 5

STOP SITTING AROUND 
AND START READING
PAUL STIFF

Paul Rand, “Eye-Bee-M Poster,” 1981
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ZOMBIE MODERNISM
MR. KEEDY

This is a very scary essay. It’s about death and 

denial. But you don’t have to be afraid to read it, 

because it’s just language, and meaning is ar-

bitrary. At least that is what those nasty post-

modernists, and deconstructivists, want you to 

believe. But we know better. There is a right way 

and a wrong way to do everything. A good way 

and a bad way, a rational way and a crazy way, a 

clear way and a chaotic way, the modern way and 

the modern way. In graphic design, there is no 

alternative to modernism. To predate modernism, 

is to be a commercial artist, printer or scribe, not 

a designer, because the designer was born out 

of modernism. To postdate modernism is equally 

incomprehensible for most designers, because it 

exists outside their realm of comprehension. In 

most areas of cultural production like art, archi-

tecture, music, and literature, modernism was 

just one more event in a continuing life cycle. 

Graphic design, on the other hand, did not have 

sufficient time to develop a mature sense of self—

the umbilical cord had not been severed yet. So 

when modernism died, many designers’ ideology 

died with it. However, they did not go peacefully 

into that dark night. They refused to acknowledge 

their own ideological demise, and they continue 

to haunt the living, moaning and groaning be-

cause they no longer belong to this world. That is 

the fate of the Zombie Modernist, the living dead 

who design among us.

In the beginning, when modernism was 

young, it was a radical idea that positioned itself 

in opposition to a more conservative tradition-

alism. As time went on, the modernist ideology 

spread into all areas of cultural production, even-

tually becoming the dominant aesthetic ideology. 

Design was an extremely effective tool in convert-

ing the masses to modernity; it spread modern-

ism from a few liberal thinkers, to a conservative 

majority. Consequently, designers defined design 

as a modernist practice, and design’s history and 

theory exist almost exclusively within the mod-

ernist paradigm.

Unfortunately, design’s modernism is an 

ill-considered version of art modernism, one that 

is based on an Enlightenment faith in progress 

and singular answers, reinforced by a rational-

ist, universalism. Modernist design theory has 

developed little beyond the reiteration of modern-

ist platitudes that are endlessly repeated but that 

are not expanded, questioned, or adjusted to meet 

the needs of design theory and practice. Only in 

the past few years, has there emerged a sufficient 

amount of work and writing to challenge the he-

gemony of design modernism. This has prompt-

ed some modernist designers to re-evaluate and 

re-define modernism. They want to appear rele-

vant, without giving up the privileged position 

that a universalist dogma constructs. These last 

ditch efforts, superficially pay lip service to, and 

subsequently disavow, the importance, complexi-

ty, and diversity of contemporary culture.

I was raised to believe that, as a designer, I have the responsibility to 

improve the world around us, to make it a better place to live, to fight and 

oppose trivia, kitsch and all norms of subculture that are visually polluting 

our world. The ethics of Modernism, or I should say the ideology of Modern-

ism, was an ideology of the fight, the ongoing battle to combat all the wrongs 

developed by industrialization during the last century. Modernism was and 

still is the search for the truth, the search for integrity, the search for cultural 

stimulation and enrichment of the mind. Modernism was never a style, but an 

attitude. This is often misunderstood by those designers who dwell on reviv-

als of the form rather than on the content of Modernism. From the beginning, 

Modernism had the urgency of Utopianism: to make a world better by design. 

Today we know better. It takes more than design to change things. But the cul-

tural thrust of the Modernist belief is still valid, because we still have too much 

trash around us, not only material trash but intellectual trash as well. In that 

respect, I value, endorse and promote the continued relevance of the Modern 

movement as the cultural mainstream of our century.

ZOMBIE MODERNISMLONG LIVE MODERNISMMR. KEEDYMASSIMO VIGNELLI
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MODERNISM 
WAS AND STILL 
IS THE SEARCH 
FOR THE TRUTH, 
THE SEARCH 
FOR INTEGRITY, 
THE SEARCH 
FOR CULTURAL 
STIMULATION 
AND ENRICHMENT 
OF THE MIND. 

I CAME TO VIEW 
THIS DESIRE FOR 
“CLEANLINESS” 
AS NOT MUCH 
MORE THAN 
HOUSEKEEPING.

MASSIMO VIGNELLIKATHERINE McCOY LONG LIVE MODERNISMRETHINKING MODERNISM, REVISING FUNCTIONALISM

This faith in rational functionalism (and not a polished portfolio) found 

me my first job, at Unimark International, then the American missionary for 

European Modernism, the graphic heir of the Bauhaus. There I had the oppor-

tunity to learn graphic design from “real” Swiss and to have my junior design 

work critiqued by Massimo Vignelli, the greatest missionary of them all, the 

master of Helvetica and the grid. Our ethic then was one of discipline, clarity 

and cleanliness. The highest praise for a piece of graphic design was, “This is 

really clean.” We saw ourselves as sweeping away the clutter and confusion 

of American advertising design with a professional rationality and objectivity 

that would define a new American design. This approach was fairly foreign  to 

American clients and in 1968 it was remarkably difficult to convince corporate 

clients that a grid-ordered page with only two weights of Helvetica was appro-

priate to their needs. Now, of course, one can hardly persuade them to let give 

up their hold on “Swiss”, so completely has the corporate world embraced 

rationalist Modernism in graphic design.

But after a few years of striving to design as “purely” as possible, employ-

ing a minimalist typographic vocabulary, strongly gridded page structures 

and contrast in scale for visual interest, I came to view this desire for “clean-

liness” as not much more than housekeeping. A number of us, mainly graphic 

designers in the “Swiss” method, began to search for a more expressive design, 

paralleling a similar movement in architecture now known as Post Modern-

ism. Eventually what came to be called “New Wave”, for lack of a better term, 

emerged in the 1970s as a new operating mode of graphic design. This included 

a new permission to employ historical and vernacular elements, something 

prohibited by “Swiss” Modernism. Then in the mid 1980s at Cranbrook we found 

a new interest in verbal language in graphic design, as well as fine art. Text 

can be animated with voices and images can be read, as well as seen, with an 

emphasis on audience interpretation and participation in the construction 

of meaning. But now, as the cycles of change continue, Modernism may be 

reemerging somewhat, a renewed minimalism that is calming down the visual 

outburst of activity of the past fifteen years.

The cultural events of the 20 years have expanded 

and deepened the issues and values promoted by the 

modern movement. The revision of many of the Modern-

ist issues has enriched our perception and contributed 

to improving the quality of work. The increased num-

ber of architects and designers with good training has a 

positive effect on our society and our environment. Much 

still has to be done to convince industry and government 

that design is an integral part of the production process 

and not a last-minute embellishment.

The cultural energy of the Modern movement is still 

burning, fueling intellects against shallow trends, tran-

sitory values, superficial titillations brought forward by 

the media, whose very existence depends on ephemera. 

Many of the current modes are created, supported and 

discarded by the very media that generates that change 

and documents it to survive. It is a vicious circle. It has 

always been, only now it is bigger than ever.
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The visual style associated with these posi-

tions could (very loosely) be called ‘postmod-

ern deconstructed’, or pomo for short. The pomo 

claim is that reading is passive, uncreative, 

one-dimensional, and that readers are under-

challenged, too lazy to discover that mean-

ing is undecidable. Typographers should goad 

them to work – typically by removing familiar 

landmarks, by laying obstacles, diversions and 

false trails, and by recognising that ‘the cry of 

“legibility” masks a reactionary attitude against 

progress, change or critical intervention.’ 6

The tone of these claims – of idlers in need 

of short sharp shocks – may sound familiar. But 

they pre-date both Thatcherism and pop decon-

struction, and were made by book artists long 

before Barthes and Derrida featured in lifestyle 

pages. Joel Roth wrote in 1969 of a ‘new use of 

typography … based on erratic type arrange-

ment which pulls the reader in as an active 

participant, and makes reading a creative act 

rather than passive absorption of information.’ 7

A variant on this theme is what Sharon 

Poggenpohl, editor of Visible Language, curi-

ously calls ‘content-responsive typography’. It 

is preferred in her journal because: ‘People read 

less, they obtain more of their information from 

other media … contemporary readers who are 

distracted by more dynamic modes of presenta-

tion demand … more responsive typography.’ 8

Design modernism’s hegemony reveals itself in its countless annual 

shows and publications that primarily function to establish a universal 

standard of “excellence” by a constant canonizing of “modernist masters” 

in design 1, the absolutist, rationalist, obsession with, “problem-solving,” 

“clarity,” and “legibility,” and the paranoid attacks against anything that 

is pluralistic, de-centered, or new.

The core philosophy of modernist design is in instrumentalist, or 

pragmatic thought. “Pragmatism is America’s only native philosophy,” 2 

it is goal-oriented, practical, and distrustful of all things metaphysical. 

Paul Rand frequently quotes, John Dewey: “in Deweyan pragmatism there 

is no ecstasy, no Dionysian muse, no charismatic illumination.” 3 It is this 

pragmatism that is at the root of America’s “down to earth,” but decidedly 

“cranky” tone in criticism (this essay not excluded).

In Europe we find, not surprisingly, that design critic Robin Kinross’s 

philosophical hero is the neo-pragmatist, Jürgen Habermas. The German 

hyper-rationalist who’s faith is that “language, however distorted and ma-

nipulative, always has consensus or understanding as it’s inner telos,” 4 

and that “the truth of statements is linked in the last analysis to the inter-

pretation of the good and the true life.” 5

Habermas’s and Dewey’s pragmatism is not an unlikely source of 

interest for designers, particularly die-hard modernist. I wonder how 

our pragmatist critics overlooked Richard Rorty, America’s best-known 

(neo-pragmatist) philosopher, who makes use of the ideas of Dewey and 

Derrida. Many designers are disturbed by the Marxist and leftist poli-

tics of postmodern theorists, but absolutely nothing has been said of the 

right-wing conservatism of the modernist theorist. Is that simply because 

design consists of a silent conservative majority? Following the historical 

model of early, classical, and late periods, I would categorize modernist 

ideology in graphic design as; starting with the (early) pragmatic, art his-

torical dogma of Paul Rand, ossifying into the (classical) traditionalist, hy-

per-rationalism of Robin Kinross, only to dissipate into the (late or rococo) 

decorative, modernism of Dan Friedman.6
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Although the work of these modernists differs greatly, the message is 

the same; “I am the voice of clarity and reason,” “I am the voice of author-

ity and progress,” and “I am in charge of this family’s values.” From the 

Bauhaus to our house, this “fatherknows-best” baloney has always passed 

for design theory. Graphic design’s alleged birth place, the Bauhaus, has, 

from the start, been idealized and mythologized by designers. “The pathos 

of such idealism has been revealed by subsequent events. The fact that 

the school was destroyed by Fascism may have enhanced its credibility in 

post-war Europe and the United States, but it’s ideal of universality was a 

myth and mirage, shattered by the war, politics and the demands of a con-

sumer society.” 7

Creation myths die hard, if at all. The Zombie Modernist refuses to let 

go of modernism at all cost.

For the Zombie Modernist, everything outside of modernism is chaos, 

superficial, trendy, of poor quality, and just an empty formal style. It 

became increasingly difficult for designers to keep the myth alive. Gro-

pius himself in an effort to recuperate modernism in design said in 1968 

“The complexity and psychological implications, as we developed them at 

the Bauhaus, were forgotten and it (modernism) was described as a sim-

ple-minded, purely utilitarian approach to design.” 8 The fact is, for the 

most part, it was a simple-minded, purely utilitarian approach that con-

tinues to be taught the same way today. Likewise, the Granddaddy of all 

Zombie Modernists, Paul Rand, complains in his latest book that, “The Bau-

haus, into whose history is woven the very fabric of modernism, is seen as 

a style rather than as an idea.” 9

Echoing that sentiment, the radical Zombie Mod Dan Friedman says in 

his latest book, “Many in design think of modernism as a style that began 

in the Bauhaus in the 1920s and fell into disrepute in the 1960s. But mod-

ernism means different things and is traced to different origins by differ-

ent people. Philosophers, for example, trace it to the seventeenth century 

and the dual influences of rationalism and humanism.” 10 I am not sure 

exactly what the point is, but I’m sure there is one. The important thing is 

that modernism is not a style.

That’s right, modernism is no longer a style, it’s an ideology, and that 

ideology is conservatism. Modernism, unarguably designs’ greatest asset, 

has become its greatest liability because it is inextricably bound to  

conservative dogma. As such, design has become primarily an ideological-

ly conservative practice. In Design, Form, and Chaos, Paul Rand quotes A. 

N. Whitehead: “Mere change without conservation is a passage from noth-

ing to nothing. Mere conservation without change cannot conserve.” (the 

emphasis on the first sentence is Mr. Rand’s). This quote is instructive not 

only as an illustration of Mr. Rand’s usual harping against change, but 

also for its assumed goal to “conserve.” Modernist designers believe the 

function of design is to “conserve” universal values in designed objects. I 

suspect most designers are comfortable with that idea, even though few of 

them will admit it publicly. Most designers claim to be very liberal, or even 

radical, like their early modern art heroes. But this is 1995, not 1925, and 

we are formulating design practice, not art history. Recently I interviewed 

design critic Rick Poynor, and I asked him if he was a modernist or a post-

modernist. He said, “The problem I have with postmodernism is the relativ-

ism and nihilism that follows it.” 11 Understandably, many design critics 

are reluctant to give up the absolute values of modernism because that is 

what makes design criticism an easier, right or wrong proposition.

By contrast, the contextual postmodern approach is “relative,” be-

cause the discourse is relative to the subject at hand. This greater demand 

for specificity and complexity is often dismissed as “nihilism” or “chaos.” 

Mr. Poynor went on to say, “So I recognize what you say; that there is, at 

times, in the way I write and in the areas that interest me, a split between 

those two areas of thinking (modernism and postmodernism)—an acknowl-

edgment of one, and maybe a hankering after the other.” 12 It is precisely 

this fearful, and nostalgic “hankering” for modernism that has retarded 

the intellectual growth of design theory, and criticism, and hidden a deep 

seated conservatism.

My aim in this essay is to examine modernism in design, not make 

a case for postmodernism. If you would have told me ten years ago that I 

would still be making a case for postmodernism in design in 1995, I prob-

ably wouldn’t have believed it because the political imperative that drives 

modernism-at-all-cost in design was not as evident to me then, and I as-

sumed design would move along with other cultural practices.

How, then, should post modernism in general be evaluated? My prelim-

inary assessment would be this: That in its concern for difference, for the 

difficulties of communication, for the complexity and nuances of interests, 

cultures, places, and the like, it exercises a positive influence. The meta-

languages and metatheories, and metanarratives of modernism (particu-

larly in its later manifestations) did tend to gloss over important differ-

ences, and failed to pay attention to important disjunctions and details. 

Postmodernism has beenparticularly important in acknowledging “the 

multiple forms of otherness as they emerge from differences in subjectivi-

ty, gender and sexuality, race and class, temporal (configurations of sensi-

bility) and spatial geographic locations and dislocations.” 13

THE POMO CLAIM 

IS THAT READING 

IS PASSIVE, 

UNCREATIVE, ONE-

DIMENSIONAL, AND 

THAT READERS ARE 

UNDERCHALLENGED, 

TOO LAZY TO 

DISCOVER THAT 

MEANING IS 

UNDECIDABLE.
ZOMBIE MODERNISMMR. KEEDYPAUL STIFF STOP SITTING AROUND AND START READING
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The Zombie Modernist’s biggest enemies are postmodernism and de-

construction, because they reveal that the simplistic, rationalist/univer-

salist modernism of design is long dead and starting to stink.

“We know the world only through the medium of language. Meaning 

is arbitrary. Meaning is unstable and has to be made by the reader. Each 

reader will read differently. To impose a single text on the readers is au-

thoritarian and oppressive. Designers should make text visually ambigu-

ous and difficult to fathom, as a way to respect the rights of the readers.” 14

This is the “straw man” of postmodernism that Robin Kinross props up 

so he can knock it down with his universalist, rationalist, truth-seeking, 

neo-con rant titled Fellow Readers.

That we understand the world through language, that meaning is 

unstable, and that people tend to interpret things differently are hardly 

radical or wacky ideas. What is wacky, is Kinross’s hilarious interpreta-

tion of how postmodernist designers react to this condition. It does strike 

me as a bit “authoritarian” and “oppressive” to “impose” a single anything 

on any one. I like choices. People who believe in democracy are nutty that 

way. However, assuming a single reading from a text is just plain stupid 

(even Mr. Habermas has failed to make a convincing argument). Given that 

multiple readings are inherent in most texts (too relativist an idea for 

Kinross because “truth” loses its absolutism), it doesn’t make any sense to 

make the text even more “difficult to fathom” unless you absolutely hate 

the reader.

But Mr. Kinross already knows that the whole point of his ridiculous 

characterization of poststructuralist theory is to insist that without mod-

ernism all is chaos, obscurantism, lies, and nonsense meant to draw atten-

tion to megalomaniac designers (like me, me, me).

Robin Kinross is an Enlightenment Era throwback, who has taken it 

on himself to be the quality control officer of our “common society.” He 

ZOMBIE MODERNISTS 
SURVIVE BY EATING 
THE LIVING FLESH 
OF POSTMODERNISM.

Massimo Vignelli, “Pneumatici Pirelli Poster,” 1963

goes about this task with a decidedly “un-common” set of ideological and 

formal values that never seem to make their way beyond the posh and pre-

cious world of limited-edition, fine, collectable books. As one of societies’ 

“common folk,” let me be the first to say, “Gee, thanks Robin!”

ZOMBIE MODERNISMMR. KEEDY
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I have included Mr. Kinross as the European representative of funda-

mentalist, modernist thinking. There are others, but he presents the most 

compelling argument, such as it is. As with most cultural concerns, the 

“European version” is “classier” than the “American version,” but the po-

litical strategy is the same. The usual party line of the far right is: we are 

being led astray by “bad people” (academics, pinkos, perverts), and they 

are steering us away from the “truth” (family values, Jesus, order, clarity) 

for their own “selfish gain” (wealth, fame, power). We must get back on the 

“right track” (throw the bums out, vote for me, buy my crap).

Modernism in design went from a radical idea to a liberal ideal only 

to stagnate as conservative dogma. Because the Zombie Modernist doesn’t 

want to come to terms with the fact that their ideology is dead, they are 

always trying to rationalize away (they think they own exclusive rights to 

everything that is rational) the postmodern condition the rest of us know 

as reality. That is why postmodernism must be discredited and exposed 

as empty formalism (a style), and one should never “attempt to go beyond 

Modernism.” Typically it goes something like this: “It (postmodern de-

sign) concentrates on visual techniques and individual solutions rather 

than on cultural context. Much of this ‘Postmodern’ design uses a visual 

vocabulary pioneered by the 1920’s avantgarde, yet without the critique 

of cultural institutions that informed the found-object collages of Kurt 

Schwitters, the typographic havoc of the Futurists, or the socially engaged 

design of the Constructivists. Our attempts to go beyond Modernism are 

often realized by referring to visual techniques that we have been taught 

represent radicality: avant-garde design of the 1910s and 1920s.” 15

Like the smooth “double talk” of Ronald Reagan, this makes sense if 

you don’t think about it in any detail or any actual context. But the idea 

only makes sense in a contextless void where there is no distinction be-

tween art and design or past and present—in the “meta-context” of design 

modernism. Even if we accept the dubious claim that art movements like 

dada and constructivism were effective as critical social discourse, (as if 

Lissitzky’s prouns and Schwitters’ collages really enlightened the most-

ly illiterate masses who somehow had the luxury of visiting art galleries 

and museums from 1910 through the 1920s), who ever said it was design’s 

ambition to “critique its cultural institutions, or its clients”? The strategy 

of subversion is an art world pretension that has little relevance to design 

practice. To criticize design for its lack of “cultural critique” makes about 

as much sense as criticizing art for its inability to “solve problems.”

Art exists outside (above) society and is expected to be critical of 

it. Design exists inside (below) society and is expected to serve it. Many 

young designers today refuse to accept that simple distinction, or any dis-

tinction between art and design, because they think art is somehow “bet-

ter” than design (I think it has something to do with the fact that design is 

taught in ART schools). Actually, most postmodern design was and is en-

gaged in a critique of a cultural institution. Obviously, postmodern design 

is very critical of modern design—design’s cultural institution. The effec-

tiveness of its criticism is evident in how afraid the modernist designers 

today are of postmodernism.

The other half-baked idea, expressed in the quote above, is how those 

postmodern designers stole their forms from early modernist artist and 

are therefore less original (Never mind that the modernist designers also 

stole their forms from modern art). The modern art paradigm of originali-

ty—or Who Did it First?—assumes to be the most important factor in eval-

uating design (even though the art world itself has discredited that as a 

primary criteria years ago). 

Obviously the art world did it first because, at the time, graphic de-

sign as a discipline didn’t even exist. So if we judge design by modern art 

standards, (as most of our so-called design critics do) then design can’t 

possibly “go beyond” (art) modernism. It can only catch up, at best. Using 

art world paradigms for graphic design criticism not only renders post-

modern design useless, but the validity of design practice itself is always 

in question.

If the Zombie Modernist can’t discredit postmodernism, then they try 

to co-opt it. Whatever threatens to be new, or different, must immediately 

be subjugated to modernism. In an essay about Neville Brody’s new project, 

Fuse, Michael Rock writes: “While the forms assume the variegated surface 

of post-modernism, the underlying issues indicate that projects such as 

Fuse are deeply rooted in Modernist goals of avant-garde experimentation 

and artistic originality.” 16 Sounds familiar? Michael Rock points out that 

Fuse is just continuing in the modernist tradition, (art tradition, that is. 

Never mind that Fuse exists in the design context). He then goes on and 

uses (Art critic) Rosalind Krauss’s postmodern critique (of modern art) to 

lambaste the whole project. Is he advocating postmodernism? Art criti-

cism? Of course not. The main point he feels compelled to make is that Fuse, 

like everything else in design, is still just “good ol’ Modernism.”

Mr. Rock continues, “The stranglehold of a single, homogeneous Mod-

ernist theory is a designer’s fantasy.” As proof of the fact, he offers that, 

“Even a cursory glance through a type house manual or popular magazine 

from the last 30 years should dash the idea that the world ever tottered on 

the brink of global Helvetican domination.” 17 But is that proof of an alter-

native theory to modernism?

ZOMBIE MODERNISMMR. KEEDY
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I know I will be accused of portraying modernism in design too nar-

rowly and simplistically, particularly now that we have entered the revi-

sionist-modernist era, when issues raised by postmodernism are routinely 

claimed as modernist by dredging up obscure precedents in modern art 

practice. It is no fantasy that there have been very few voices reaching the 

entire design community. The ones that have, however, are modernist ones 

(“Oh, but the times, they are a changin’!”).

If the hegemony of modernist design theory is a fantasy, where are all 

the essays and books on postmodern design theory? Where should we look 

for them? Certainly not in I.D. magazine, where Ralph Caplan has been 

dispensing his, “good-old-boy,” “common-sense,” modernist pap for years, 

only to be replaced by Mr. Rock’s own, “pedantically-correct,” “middle-of-

the-road,” modernism. Sounding a lot like previous Yale professor Paul 

Rand, Michael Rock writes in the AIGA Journal: “Perhaps the most social-

ly irresponsible work is the over-designed, over-produced, typographic 

stunts that serve no real function, speak only to other designers and the 

cultural elite, and through opulence and uselessness revel in a level of 

consumption that glorifies financial excess.” 18

I doubt if Mr. Rock would complain about Architects, Doctors, Engi-

neers and Scientist speaking only to themselves. Of course they talk to 

themselves, they are experts, specialist, and professionals. Because design 

is not a profession, 19 designers do not understand that professionals have 

a responsibility to each other to keep practicing at the highest level. That 

is how they protect the credibility and the value of their profession.

Designers, however, have the trade mentality that the more accessible 

their work is, and the greater number they can service, (over one billion 

served daily!) the more secure their jobs will be. This trade mentality is 

ironic coming from someone like Michael Rock who is not a professional as 

a designer, but is as an educator, a degreed, accredited, professional. One 

can only guess who this “champion of the people,” and current Yale profes-

sor, considers the “cultural elite,” 20 but the fact that design critics pick up 

the rhetoric of the far right should come as no surprise. Whether it is poli-

tics, economics, aesthetics, or design, conservatism is still conservatism.

Most of the current debate in graphic design, is characterized as a 

generational split between the older modernist and the younger post-

modernist. As I have pointed out in this essay, there are more than a few 

vocal young modernists, as well as a few older postmodernist (Ed Fella, for 

example). It would be more accurate to characterize our current situation 

as the backlash of an entrenched conservatism against a real, or perhaps 

only imagined threat, of a relativist/liberal agenda. Design is certainly 

big enough to hold designers with conservative and liberal agendas, but I 

guess it’s just a bad time for liberals everywhere now.

Paula Scher, “Bring In ‘Da Noise Bring in ‘Da Funk” 1995

MR. KEEDY
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Through these years of continual change and new possibilities, where does 

the ethic lie? Does not the idea of ethic imply some sort of unshakable bedrock 

impervious to the winds of change? For me, there seems to be a habit of func-

tionalism that shapes my process at the beginning of every design project, the 

rational analysis of the message and the audience, the objective structuring of 

the text. Each cycle of change during the passing years seems to have added 

another visual or conceptual layer laid upon that foundation of functionalism, 

but inside of every project it is always there. Although this emphasis on ratio-

nalism would seem to be at odds with recent experimentation at Cranbrook, in 

fact it has been the provocation to question accepted norms in graphic design, 

stimulating the search for new communications theories and visual languages. 

I have never lost my faith in rational functionalism, in spite of appearances to 

the contrary. The only thing lost was an absolute dedication to minimalist form, 

which is a completely different issue from rationalist process.

These assertions deserve a response. First, 

there is little or no evidence to support them. The 

evidence we have about reading points to the 

contrary: that ‘reading’ is a highly complex set of 

activities, working on many levels – from the rela-

tively automatic one of eye movements to the inten-

tional levels of navigating, monitoring, sampling 

and selecting. When people read they make stra-

tegic choices, constantly generating inferences 

and hypotheses – about intention, relevance, 

tone of voice, and so on. Far from being passive 

and mechanical, reading is typically active and 

purposeful. (And all this is uncontroversially in 

line with post-modern theories of signifying prac-

tices which argue that each reading is a re-writing.)

Second, when pomos generalise about read-

ing they often hide undeclared assumptions about 

what kind of readers they have in mind. They are 

less likely to imagine people deprived of literacy 

and its promises than a more comfortable fraction 

of the population favoured by designers as “target 

audiences”. (What if readers are old, or visually 

impaired, or not very good at reading, or poor, or 

ignorant of their rights?) They rarely describe what 

kinds of reading form the object of designing, but 

seem to exclude educational texts, reports, forms, 

specifications, walkers’ guides, catalogues, price 

lists, reference books, maps, diagrams, food and 

medicine labels, dictionaries, timetables, schedules, 

user manuals, and so on. Pomos appear to prefer 

something bracketed off within a more privileged 

“literary” or “artistic” category.

Third, ‘content-responsive typography’ – 

today justified as a response to the alleged 

demise of reading – seems little more than a 

new label for a well-worn rationalisation. Mari-

netti’s hasty perceptions and screams do not 

need quotation here, but Vincent Steer may be 

less familiar. A founder of the British Typogra-

pher’s Guild in the 1930s, he recommended that 

‘a detective story might read more convincingly 

in a matter-of-fact typeface like Scotch Roman. 

A book intended to be read by a doctor or scien-

tist might suitably be set in a precise and 

pedantic type like Bodoni Book, while a light 

novel … would call for a more robust typeface.’ 9

Fourth, the tale of a lost golden age (once 

people read, now they watch videos) is here 

implicated with a competitive account of design, 

in which readers’ choices are mediated by the 

free market. To survive the hazards of that 

market, messages have to be ostentatiously 

differentiated to draw attention to themselves, 

better to encourage readers to discriminate 

within an array of shopping opportunities.

Sceptics might ask: of all the sources of 

knowledge about reading and communication 

(cognitive psychology, ethnology, ergonom-

ics, discourse analysis, feminism…) why have 

typographers defaulted to those which neither 

offer nor require evidence? To ones which 

permit them to “theorise” reading as passive 

osmosis, to marginalise readers (mere recep-

tacles) and at the same time to foreground the 

act of designing (explained as the “challeng-

ing” of empty vessels)? Whose interests do such 

theories serve?

Part of this ethic is a strong conviction and enthusiasm that design is 

important, that it matters in life, not just mine, but in the lives of our audi-

ences and users of designed communications. Graphic design can be a contri-

bution to our audiences. It can enrich as it informs and communicates. And 

there is a faith in not only the possibility, but the necessity for advancement 

and growth in our field, an imperative for change. That only through change 

can we continue to push ahead in knowledge and expertise, theory and expres-

sion, continually building our collective knowledge of the process of communi-

cation. These convictions were formed early and sustain me today.

STOP SITTING AROUND AND START READINGRETHINKING MODERNISM, REVISING FUNCTION-KATHERINE McCOYPAUL STIFF
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Although typographers may sprinkle their 

utterances with post-modern ferments (and perhaps, 

when business improves, the more expansive 

inflections of management-speak), their reflexes 

still draw them towards homelier territory. What 

could be more natural for young prizewinners than 

to describe their student days in epic terms: “It 

was very academic … and it gave me an incred-

ible grounding in type. But I had to fight to be 

creative.” 10 We know from Hollywood – remember 

Charlton Heston’s The Agony and The Ecstasy and 

Kirk Douglas’ Lust for Life – that it was ever thus.

Not much has changed. Once designers just 

wanted to look good; now they also want theories to 

justify looking good. To graduate into the creative 

elite they must first make a visibly personal mark. 

This designer-centred romance, which pomo design-

ers share with Paul Rand and Marcello Minale, is 

endorsed by Hermann Zapf, who enthuses that 

“typographic creativity can be expanded … as 

long as it is controlled by people with knowledge 

and taste.” 11

Designers’ insensitivity to users is not unique 

to typography. Donald Norman reviews industrial 

design: ‘A good way to find out what the design 

world cares about is to read the magazines of indus-

trial design. ID is a fascinating magazine, with 

clever innovative design. But I detect little interest 

in making design usable, functional, or understand-

able.’ 12 And Ted Nelson, who put hypertext on our 

Macintoshes, is unimpressed by developments in 

design for interaction between people and comput-

ers: ‘It is nice that engineers and programmers 

and software executives have found a new form of 

creativity in which to find a sense of personal fulfil-

ment. It is just unfortunate that they have to inflict 

the results on users.’ 13

Lester Beall, “Running Water - Rural Electrification Administration” 1937

Emigre #10, “Cranbrook,” 1988

Ask yourself this question, if Newt Gingrich, and Rush Limbaugh, were 

graphic designers, would they be:

(A) Complaining about the “visual pollution,” “typographic stunts,” and the 

many shortcomings of deconstruction and postmodernist design in cen-

trist publications like I.D., Print, CA, and the AIGA Journal?

Or would they be:

(B) Writing about new ideas and work in smaller circulation publications 

like, Emigre, and academic publications like Visible Language, Design Is-

sues, or ACD’s Statements.

ZOMBIE MODERNISMSTOP SITTING AROUND AND START READINGMR. KEEDYPAUL STIFF
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As it became embarrassingly obvious that there were fundamental flaws 

in modernism, as it traditionally functioned in design, some designers 

started to redefine modernism as a one-ideology-fits-all, meta-philosophy.

“I view modernism in design as a broad, potentially open-minded, and 

inexhaustible way of thinking that began in the mid-nineteenth centu-

ry and continues today among the majority of us who believe that we 

should use all existing means to understand, improve, change, and re-

fresh our condition in the world.” 21 Sounding suspiciously similar to the 

ingratiating speeches made by beauty pageant contestants, as in “...and I 

wish for world peace!,” modernist designers try to prove that their ideol-

ogy is still universally relevant through a new (trendy?) commitment to 

good citizenship.

“Modernism ran out of steam over a decade ago. But at it’s core is an 

ethic—the responsibility that a designer has to actively contribute to, in-

deed enhance, the social, political, and cultural framework—that contin-

ues to inform even the most diehard Postmodernist.” 22 Wow, I had no idea 

that the whole concept of being a productive, responsible, citizen was 

invented by modernism! I thought it was just something modernist used 

to justify their aesthetic self-indulgence (I guess that’s just the nihilistic, 

postmodern, cynic, in me).

“Although the rhetoric proclaimed better goods or living conditions, 

the intended consumers, the public, had little chance to influence or 

shape Bauhaus ideology. The public became a misunderstood and most-

ly unwilling participant, blamed for its lack of worldly perspective and 

aesthetic-value discrimination.” 23 Maybe the Bauhaus doesn’t represent 

the “ethical core” of modernism. But then, what does? That’s the great 

thing about modernism, you can pretty much take your pick from the past 

six decades.

As seen in a broad historical perspective, Mod-

ernism’s ascetic, Spartan look still has a towering 

position of strength and dignity. Modernism’s 

inherent notion of timeless values as opposed to 

transient values still greatly appeals to my intellec-

tual being.

The best architects in the world today are all 

Modernists at the core, and so are the best design-

ers. The followers of the Post-Modernist fad are 

gone, reduced to caricatures of the recent past. 

Post-Modernism should be regarded at best as a 

critical evaluation of the issues of Modernism. In 

that perspective, it has been extremely helpful to 

correct, expand and improve the issues Modernism. 

None of us would be the same without it. However, 

the lack of a profound ideology eventually brought 

Post-Modernism to its terminal stage. In the cultural 

confusion produced by pluralism and its eclectic 

manifestations, Modernism finds its raise d’être in 

its commitment to the original issues of its ideol-

ogy and its energy to change the world into a better 

place in which to live.

Long live the Modern movement!

LONG LIVE MODERNISMZOMBIE MODERNISM
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In an effort to avoid change, contemporary modernist designers in-

dulge themselves in a pathetic, kinder, gentler, morphing ideology, that  

is virtually meaningless. The only connection that the current modern- 

ism has to what was once understood as modernism is that it is now ra-

tionally and universally useless. This “new” or “late” modernism is an ex-

hausted modernism that designers prefer to a vibrant but uncertain post-

modern future.

The myth of universal modernist values is so pervasive in design, it 

swallows up even the possibility of an alternate ideology. “The fact is, it’s 

foolish to deny that anyone who seriously explores the outer limits and 

inner soul of visual communication is not in some way a Modernist. Or as 

Pogo’s Walt Kelley said: ‘We have met the enemy and it is us.’” 24 I believe, 

it would be more accurate to say “We have re-invented the enemy and it 

is us.” By co-opting all change and difference into a simplistic modernist 

paradigm, we prohibit design from ever growing up and leaving it’s con-

servative modernist home. Imprisoned in a dilapidated old house, built by 

modern art, design is unable to strike out on it’s own and make a place for 

itself in the world. Thus design’s “outer limits and inner soul” is immobile, 

caught between heaven and earth, in a no-place, we call purgatory—the 

zombies’ fate.

Critical reasoning about design has  

always offered alternative – modest but more 

challenging – forms of explanation. In 1968  

the British Working Party on Typographic 

Teaching reported that inadequacies in design 

education arose mainly from treating the 

subject as “a form of personal visual expres-

sion … Consequently, many unspectacular 

areas of design… which play an important part 

in our lives are either not designed at all or 

are designed badly.” 14

In 1970 Anthony Froshaug – practis-

ing, teaching and writing from the margins 

– reviews a showcase of ‘pioneers’: ‘“Modern” 

typography is not a mode; it consists in a 

reasoned assessment of what is needed, and 

of what somehow is done, under certain 

constraints. When technical and social 

constraints change, the important thing is not 

to spray a random pattern on the page but to 

assess the new, with the old, requirements of 

the text.’ 15

Two decades later, in a final provocation, Otl 

Aicher argued that when “typographic signs 

become mere graphic material used as a kind 

of formal ‘quarry’ for symbols and textures … 

then writing is reduced to nothing more than an 

aesthetic object.” 16

Does any of this matter? Most graphic 

designers have managed to get by without 

explanations much more complicated than “just 

do it”. But traditional graphic design has prob-

ably had its day, and is unlikely to survive – 

except perhaps as a “heritage” craft – the more 

demanding questioning it now faces. The chal-

lenge for designers, still, is to explain. “Because 

I like it this way and hope that other people will 

too” or “because it expresses my feelings” may 

be fair explanations for relatively content-free 

designing. And while inadequate for design 

tasks which involve active readers with ques-

tions and purposes of their own, they at least 

have the virtue of honesty. What we are offered, 

in their place, is a mixture of personal prefer-

ences and designer-centred ideology. To elevate 

this to the status of a theory on design for read-

ing is just another step on a false trail.

Herbert Bayer, “Universal Typeface,” 1925

“Today no designer or design organization could or would contemplate 

universal solutions to the problems of design for the real world. We are 

still in search of a theory, social commitment is still elusive, so we indulge 

in our fantasies, ironies and pastiche, which are more comforting (and 

more profitable) than that respect for ‘stern realities’ that Gropius de-

manded from architecture and design.” 25

Designers should stop “hankering” after a mythical modernist ideal, 

or pretending that art theory is a viable theoretical model for design. We 

don’t need to “conserve” our past and resist change. We need to construct 

our future theoretical discourse, carefully, around the particular and ex-

citing context of design. We must allow ourselves to look at design in new 

and challenging ways, we must look for—ourselves.

ZOMBIE MODERNISMSTOP SITTING AROUND AND START READINGMR. KEEDYPAUL STIFF
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THE END?
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